Transfer case for 1998 chevy silverado

Top excellent rebuilt Silverado and Heavy Duty transfer cases saving your cash! With one of the
best guarantees in the business in addition to expert technical help, you are able to count on
Proven Force for that specific parts you require! Proven Force an industry leading car re-builder
of 4 wheel drive transfer cases, as well as provider for light, medium cars and trucks over 38
years. You will find the complete collection of vehicle products that we offer at Rebuilt Silverado
Chevrolet Transfer Cases are available for through model years. All in question elements are
swapped out. These kinds of parts are changed using brand-new parts which include: bearings,
races, seals, chain, fork inserts in addition to bushings. All possible upgrades are included in to
the units throughout the building process, all units are pressure and spin tested by experienced
automotive professionals. You'll get a 1 calendar year, absolutely no hassle ensure that you can
be confident, additionally a fast reimbursement of the core deposit. We offer a wide range of
New Process transfer case rebuilt units and shift motors for the following Silverado Chevrolet
Models:. Previous to placing any order for your replacement Silverado Chevrolet transfer case
its vital that you check out the rear of the existing transfer case on an identification tag see
example down below. The label provides the actual model no. We must have the assembly
number at time of the order it can make sure that you receive a direct drop in replacement unit.
You'll employ existing yokes and switches from you old unit whenever exchanging the
particular transfer case. Benefit from our knowledge when replacing your Silverado Chevrolet
Transfer Case. You can expect Free Technical support phone Call and speak with a
professional, planning a repair or performance upgrade, allow us to help save some cash. The
Installation Service Center offers repair shop solutions with qualified and properly trained
mechanics to help with maintaining your car or truck in very best running order. We can easily
replace your current transfer case for you, or supply a direct drop in replacement unit sent to
your home or business street address. Center Bearing-4 Subaru Toyota Volvo. Use WordPress?
Please enable JavaScript to view. Silverado Silverado HD. I noticed another guy on here having
the same problem with his 4x4 not working. Light doesn't come on on shifter put shifter falls
into each position just fine, but still No 4x4 working, you mentioned to him souds like the
actuator is weak and is not fully engaging your four wheel drive, My question is: Can this
actuator be easly replaced without taking it to a professional? Do you. Yes you can replace the
actuator yourself here is a diagram to help you get the job done. The actuator encoder as they
call it is on the side of the transfer case. Check out the diagrams Below Please let us know if
you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. How do you engage the four wheel drive? Does it have to be in neutral and drive or do
you start it off and drive or put it reverse? I have heard all kinds of different subjects on how to
engage the four wheel drive and then how to disengage the four wheel drive. It is a very old
truck listed above Z I would really appreciate your help, thank you. First is not very old. Second,
that should have shift on the fly in it. That means it has an inter axle disconnect in it and you
can shift between two High and four High without stopping. You pull the lever or push the
button and the transfer case will shift into four high and the front drive shaft starts moving. At
the same time there is a switch that activates the front axle interlock. This moves a collar that
locks the right hand axle together and you are now in four wheel. To shift into four low is
different. You cannot shift into that on the fly. Reverse the process to go back to four high or
two high. I have a z71 4wd truck that I have owned for 10 yrs. I recently replaced the trans and it
works fine, but the 4wd doesnt engage. I have replaced the actuator on the front transfer case. I
read the power to that plug and had 12 volts. I have checked the fuses 2. Not sure where to go
next. Money is very tight. Thanks very much. Wish I could take to a shop but not possible now
thanks again Was this answer. When I start the truck two wheel drive light is lit up. When I push
the four high button it will flash and go off. Do not hear or feel the transfer case engage. I
hooked a jumper up to check for codes and there are none. Any advise? We have now changed
the tccm on the transfer case and still does not work Was this answer. You cannot jump
anything to read codes a scanner would be needed for this. Put old tcm back in if you have it
and check to see if power is going to encoder motor on tcase. Check fuses where shown in pic
and also check to see if encoder motor is getting power and working. Finally check switch on
tcase where arrow is to see if that is working. Images Click to enlarge. Do you have a manual
shift 4wd or electric? Replaced acuator still nothing. Light comes on but front wheels don't pull.
Make sure you are getting power to the actuator. Check the actuator on the front axle. No power
to actuor I replaced switch in cab still dosnt work is their a fuse inline ihave checked all outher
fuses Was this answer. I attached a wiring schematic for the transfer case electrical. Take a look
and see if it helps. Image Click to enlarge. I have a 97 chevy 4x4 that the 4-wheel drive want
engage. It has a manual shifter. The transfer case will engage but the front tires will not lock in.
It made no noise when it quit. I went to use it and it wouldn't engage. Have you replaced the
front diffs actuators if not replace it and it should work like new I had the same issue with mine

that should solve your problem Was this answer. I have a chevy z71 4x4. When I try to switch it
to 4wd the little flashes on 4hi. It does engage but the light keeps flashing. I took it to the dealer
and they pulled the dash and replaced the things under there. I have no clue on the names of
the parts but they said they replaced everything under the dash. They also replaced some
sensor on the transfer case. Still does the same thing. What else could be the issue.
Transmission is new. The dealer said it could be up to dollars to get it to work. Any ideas would
be helpful. I have dumped over dollars into this truck. Unfortunately you 'll have to have it
scanned for codes, any garage can do which are cheaper than the dealer. It may be the encoder
motor on tcase or a wiring issue but it needs to be scanned first to see what code it is. I did
have them check for codes. Nothing showed up. So they told me it could be the actuator or
transfer case motor or 4wd module. Went to parts store and they said they show no 4 wd
module for that year of truck. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transfer Case
Engage Content. When You Put It Transfer Case Noises? Transfer Case Not Shifting?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Skip to main content. Include description. Brand
Type. Aftermarket Branded 3, Items 3, Genuine OEM 2, Items 2, Private Label 97 Items
Unbranded 16 Items Not Specified Items Chevrolet Items Dorman 1, Items 1, Timken Items
Placement on Vehicle. Rear Items Front Items Right 5 Items 5. Left 4 Items 4. Lower 1 Items 1.
Unspecified Length 1, Items 1, Lifetime Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 1, Items 1, Not
Specified 2, Items 2, New 6, Items 6, New other see details 57 Items Remanufactured Items Used
2, Items 2, Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for
your Chevrolet. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns.
Almost gone. Shipping not specified. Last one. Tap item to see current price See price.
Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars
and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion
rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. When you buy a Zumbrota transfer case,
you gain the confidence, satisfaction, and peace of mind that comes with their standard 2 year,
unlimited Quality inspections are conducted 3 times during the remanufacturing process A
pre-inspection is done to ensure the unit is free of case cracks, excessive wear and to catch
other OEM related problems that many cores have. Evolution Driveline Transfer Cases, like all
brand products, are remanufactured to meet or exceed OEM specifications for quality, fit, and
Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle.
Without Motor. This product is made of high-quality materials to Built to OE specifications with
the latest updates components Engineered to provide quality unmatched in the industry. This
product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind. It will meet Put your Designed to send
the engine power to both the front and rear axles Direct-fit replacement for your overworked,
out-of-shape transfer case. Put your vehicle back to its original condition with this top-notch
transfer case component designed to efficiently transmit the engine power to both the front and
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality and
will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your Put your vehicle back to its original
condition with this top-notch transfer case component designed to efficiently transmit the
engine power to both the front Quantity: 1 Piece. This top-grade product is expertly made in
compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and
high level of Precise engineering ensures second to none quality and lasting value Stringently
tested with the highest quality standards. Engineered for long-lasting durability against harsh
road and weather conditions, including water intrusion Sealed for corrosion-resistance. Using
reverse engineering, Cardone New engineers identify and correct design Designed utilizing the
latest technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality and will perform better
than Dorman-enhanced for durability, the Transfer Case Housing comes with fluid pump
stabilizer clips that prevent the pump Comes with all seals and hardware necessary for a
complete repair Direct fit for a trouble-free replacement. Dorman-enhanced for durability, the
Transfer Case Housing comes with fluid pump stabilizer clips that prevent the pump from
rubbing against the case. Built with quality and durability. Restores the ability to shift in and out
of four-wheel drive 4WD Shuts off four-wheel drive 4WD warning light. An ISO Put your vehicle
back to its original condition with this top-notch Designed utilizing the latest technology, this
product by ACDelco features premium quality and will perform Each unit is engineered to meet
Put your vehicle back to its original condition with this top-notch transfer case component

designed to efficiently transmit the engine power to both the front and rear Mini spools are a
low-cost traction option for vehicles looking for full-time lockup. When it comes to a top-notch
Perfect for Put your vehicle back to its original condition with this top-notch transfer case
component designed Perfect for your vehicle Timken offers the right seal to keep your vehicle
running optimally. Timken seals provide ultimate protection Machined rubber sealing edge
provides greater accuracy and consistency and a better sealing surface An extra dust lip helps
keep harmful contaminants out and protects against rust and corrosion. Timken seals provide
ultimate protection from contaminants and help retain lubricants and liquids, Designed utilizing
the latest technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality and will Transfer Case
Gaskets provide a tight seal to the transfer case to prevent thermal expansion. All Transfer Case
Gaskets are made of high quality materials for Typically fails due to thermal expansion Direct
replacement. This part is manufactured National oil seals are recognized worldwide for their
quality and reliable performance for every type of repair. Design Type. Designed utilizing the
latest technology, this product by SKF features premium quality and will perform better than
advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it Excellent replacement for your worn out or
faulty part Designed to restore original performance and reliability. Perfect for your vehicle and
lifestyle, Put your vehicle back to its original Designed utilizing the latest technology, this
product by ACDelco features premium quality and will perform better than advertised Optional
Premium. Repair sleeves restore the sealing surface on yokes and shafts, avoiding expensive
components replacement. This hard, wear-resistant, and Restores the sealing surface on worn
shafts and yokes Eliminates the need to replace expensive components that are otherwise
serviceable. Put your vehicle back to its original condition with this top-notch transfer case
component designed to efficiently transmit the engine power to both Size: 2. Designed utilizing
the latest technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality and will perform better
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Designed utilizing the latest
technology, this product by ACDelco With Wear Sleeve. Designed utilizing the latest
technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality Put your vehicle back to its
original condition with this top-notch transfer case component designed to efficiently transmit
the engine power to both the Put your vehicle back to its original condition with this top-notch
transfer case component designed to efficiently transmit the engine power to Put your vehicle
back to its original condition with this top-notch transfer Get optimum vehicle performance with
Timken bearings. Timken manufactures ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, and tapered
roller bearings, and all feature Designed to effectively reduce friction Ultimate load handling
capability. Next Prev 1 2 Next. There were no difficulties with installation, and it functions just
like the OEM case. I am well satisfied with this purchase and with the price. Related Searches.
Inexpensive 99 Chevy Silverado Customization. For more information go to We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet K Transfer Case
Motor. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Transfer Case Motor part. Returns Policy. Showing 1
- 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: RB Part Number: A Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Feb 05, Purchased on Jan
16, Jul 03, I am lucky and have a great mechanic and he suggested Dorman O. The one that the
new part replaced was the original, very rough shape, 18 years old and over , miles. Winters in
Maine are hard on vehicles, salt etc. Purchased on Nov 29, Good price!! Did a rebuild on my
transfer case assy. Wanted everything to work correctly, so bought a shift motor from apw.
Purchased the Dorman Have always had good luck with dorman products. Works great!!
Purchased on May 16, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to th
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e latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet Silverado Transfer Case Switch.
Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Transfer Case Switch part. Returns Policy. Showing 1 - 7 of
7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: RC Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: RB Part Number: AC Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Feb 16, Happy
customer. Happy Customer. Just what we were looking for! Joni Castillo. Purchased on May 05,
Feb 12, Transfer Switch. I was very happy with the switch and your service is very good I would
recommend your business your business there anyway. Andrew Kunsman. Purchased on Jan
27, Feb 02, Very happy. Fast shipped thanks fellas. Tyler Smith. Purchased on Jan 24, Show

More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

